ETAS – the year in pictures
1 ETAS and ESCRYPT presented development solutions for
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automated driving and cybersecurity at their booth during
the 2019 embedded world trade fair in Nuremberg. Spread
over a total area of 200 square meters, new exhibits, job
opportunities, workshops in the ETAS Open Lab, and presentations in the ETAS Academy drew numerous visitors to
the booth.
2 ETAS at Formula Student Germany 2019 at Hockenheimring. The custom-converted container – the big #ETASbluebox – was a hit with the teams and visitors alike.
3 ETAS at the Automotive Testing Expo Europe 2019, with
demos on virtualization, data acquisition, and vehicle management solutions.
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4 The ETAS team at the Bosch TestFest in Ludwigsburg.
Participants were invited to attend workshops at the ETAS
booth.
5 ESCRYPT received the Cybersecurity Leader Award (CLA)
for its role as a thought leader in information security.
ESCRYPT was awarded first prize in the SME (small and
medium-sized enterprises) category for establishing a comprehensive portfolio of solutions and services for the IT
security of connected vehicles.
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6 „A new era for mobility engineering in Brazil“ was the
motto of this year’s SIMEA (International Symposium of
Automotive Engineering) in São Paulo. ETAS Brazil was
there to present an unconventional application of ETAS
ASCMO in vehicle dynamics and received honorable
mention.
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“25 Years of ETAS. Still wild at heart” – this is the motto
for ETAS’ anniversary, as well as for the anniversary party
for associates and their families.
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ETAS showcased its expertise at the Automotive Electronics Congress in Ludwigsburg, where it presented
AUTOSAR Adaptive with the RTA-VRTE (Vehicle Runtime Environment).
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The Stuttgart International Symposium Automotive and
Engine Technology, which draws more than 800 participants, is one of the biggest conventions on vehicle and
engine development. At its booth there, ETAS showed
how data can be processed using GETK for automated
driving applications.

10 ESCRYPT in the US organized the 6th annual escar USA
event. Over 300 attendees from the automotive industry,
government agencies, and universities participated in
the two-day program.
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11 At the Automotive Testing Expo Korea 2019, ETAS Korea
presented virtual test and validation solutions (COSYM)
and new solutions for rapid prototyping, among other
interesting topics.
12 The ETAS Symposium 2019 took place in Tokyo. With
guest speakers from all over the world and more than
400 participants, the conference focused on the future
of vehicle software development.
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